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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Grey Lantern Shape Water Jet Marble Mosaic Tile for Wall Decoration

Short Description: The whole arabesque marble tile backsplash

features patterns, textures, or color variations that mimic the

natural grain and texture of wood. It combines the elegance and

durability of marble with the warm and natural aesthetic of wood,

creating a unique and visually appealing mosaic tile option.

Model No.: WPM249

Pattern: Waterjet Lantern

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

This lantern shape waterjet marble mosaic tile is made of natural Wooden White Marble, which is quarried

from China. The whole arabesque marble tile backsplash features patterns, textures, or color variations that

mimic the natural grain and texture of wood. It combines the elegance and durability of marble with the warm

and natural aesthetic of wood, creating a unique and visually appealing mosaic tile option. Subtle variations in

gray tones bring a calming effect, while the lantern shape adds a touch of uniqueness to the overall design.

The intricate and charming design of the arabesque pattern adds a touch of elegance and sophistication to

any kitchen or bathroom. The gray lantern backsplash provides a modern and stylish backdrop with its unique

shape and waterjet marble mosaic that will enhance the overall decoration of your space. The natural stone

properties of our mosaic tiles ensure durability and longevity. Waterjet marble mosaic is resistant to stains and
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scratches, making it a practical choice for high-traffic areas. Whether in a residential or commercial setting,

this tile will maintain its beauty and appeal over time.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Grey Lantern Shape Water Jet Marble Mosaic Tile for Wall Decoration

Model No.: WPM249

Pattern: Waterjet Lantern

Color: Grey

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM249

Style: Waterjet Lantern

Material Name: Wooden White Marble

Model No.: WPM142

Style: Waterjet Leaf

Material Name: Wooden White Marble

Model No.: WPM250A

Style: Waterjet Lantern

Material Name: Wooden White Marble

Product Application

This exquisite mosaic tile has been crafted with artistic flair and is designed to easily enhance the beauty of

your home. One of the standout features of our products is the mosaic marble tile backsplash. The versatility

of our gray lantern shaped water spray marble mosaic tiles makes it ideal for a variety of applications. In the

bathroom, it can be used to create a stunning marble mosaic tile bathroom, bringing a peaceful and luxurious



atmosphere to your personal oasis. For kitchens, our gray lantern shaped waterjet marble mosaic tiles can be

used as a mosaic over the stove, creating a focal point that is both functional and beautiful.

Waterjet marble mosaics not only add a sense of sophistication but also provide a heat- and

moisture-resistant surface that is convenient and easy to clean. In addition to its specific application, grey

lantern shape water jet marble mosaic tiles can be used in various other areas of your home. Its elegant

design and high-quality craftsmanship make it suitable as a decorative wall in your living room or dining area,

adding a touch of luxury and sophistication to your interior space.

FAQ

Q: Can these waterjet leaf mosaic tiles be used as a focal point or an accent in a room?

A: Yes. The unique lantern shape and wood-like appearance of these mosaic tiles make them ideal for creating focal

points or accent walls. They can add visual interest and a touch of elegance to any space.

Q: Can these waterjet marble mosaic tiles be used in wet areas, such as shower walls or bathroom backsplashes?

A: It is important to check the product specifications and consult with us regarding the suitability of these mosaic tiles for

wet areas. Some marble materials can be used in wet areas, but proper installation and sealing are crucial to prevent

moisture penetration.

Q: Is the Wooden Grey Lantern Shape Water Jet Marble Mosaic Tile made from real wood?

A: No, the Wooden Grey Lantern Shape Water Jet Marble Mosaic Tile is not made from real wood. It is crafted from

marble using water jet cutting technology to create a lantern shape and a wood-like appearance.

Q: What is the packaging of this product of Grey Lantern Shape Water Jet Marble Mosaic Tile for Wall Decoration?

A: Our mosaic stone packaging is paper boxes and fumigated wooden crates. Pallets and Polywood packaging are also

available. We support OEM packaging as well, such as printing your company logo onto the boxes.


